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R E F E R E N T  C A S E

Microsoft Dynamics NAV

Nowadays Sergiolin is no longer the small 

handicraft industry, but a professional 

internationally oriented business with 25 

employees and ready for a big growth of 

the turnover. Production is mainly done in 

Eastern Europe and China; design takes 

place at the head office in Italy.

Turnover is growing

An increasing turnover means an increase 

of the complexity and dynamics of busi-

ness processes. The custom-made soft-

ware, based on an AS400 system with 

financial software of IBM was no longer 

practical to support the business process-

es, which were becoming more and more 

complicated.

“We decided to change completely”, 

explains Enrico Massari, temporary direc-

tor and Chief Financial Officer of Sergiolin. 

“To start with the operational platform, that 

changed into Microsoft Windows Server 

and the database that changed into a 

Microsoft SQL Server.”

“Altea proposed Microsoft Dynamics NAV; 

to me this seems to be the most adequate 

solution, among other things because of 

the relevant features and because of the 

widespread use in Europe”, Massari con-

tinues.

Industry specific Software

Microsoft Dynamics NAV did not yet 

include modules especially for fashion, 

but Altea had the answer to this question: 

an industry specific version of Microsoft 

Dynamics NAV: Pebblestone Fashion® of 

the Dutch software supplier Pebblestone, 

specialized in fashion.

Because of the use of Microsoft Dynamics 

NAV with Pebblestone Fashion, Sergiolin 

is able to work more efficiently. This is nec-

essary because of the short lifecycle of the 

collections. The collections are replaced 

every three to six months.

Graziano Bracali, responsible for the infor-

mation system of Sergiolin and the project 

of Altea explains: “The software integrates 

all features of stock management, buying, 

sales, accounting, and logistics. Because 

of the Pebblestone Fashion structure of 

colors, sizes and variants, and the easy 

way to change these parameters, this inte-

grated functionality can be used very effi-

ciently.

Historical data concerning payment behav-

ior of customers are used to determine pri-

ority of deliveries; in this way the most ‘reli-

able’ customers receive their orders first.”

Microsoft Dynamics NAV enables 

Sergiolin to communicate the MPS (Master 

Sergiolin

Sergiolin has developed into market leader in the field of 

leather accessories. That means: every three months a new 

collection, miscellaneous sizes, colors and materials, high-

quality labels and suppliers all over the world. In the sixties 

Sergiolin started as a handicraft industry producing bags in Ozanno, Emilia 

(Italy). From the eighties Sergiolin is also producing for important labels as Mis-

soni, Krizia, Ungaro en Ferre. In 2003 Sergiolin started a joint venture with Itierre 

to produce bags, purses and belts for GFF, Versace, Cavalli, D&G and Exte. This 

present complex business process is asking for a outstanding software support.

“An increasing 
turnover means 
an increase of 
the complexity 
and dynamics 
of business 
processes”
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A handicraft industry goes global



Production Schedule) planning with their 

suppliers, based on mutually established 

criteria.

 

The salesmen are completely automated 

as well; they all have extended information 

concerning solvency of their customers 

and price agreements at their disposal and 

they can enter orders wherever they are.

After a preparing period in 2003, the 

implementation of the new software start-

ed at the beginning of 2004. Because of 

the user-friendly character of the software 

it was accepted easily.

Nowadays the software is used by 25 

employees of Sergiolin. Enrico Massari 

of Sergiolin is enthusiastic: “The expert 

knowledge and motivation of the Altea-

people created a good solution for our 

problems: Microsoft Dynamics NAV, 

together with the industry specific soft-

ware of Pebblestone Fashion.”

“These days we have a solution corre-

sponding with the demands and dynamics 

of the fashion-, leather- and accessories 

line of business.”

FACTS & FIGURES

Company
Sergiolin
Ozzano Emilia, Italy
www.sergiolin.it

Brands
Versace, Dolce & Gabbana, Cavalli, Krizia, 
Gianfranco Ferre, Missoni, Ungaro, Exte

Industry
Leather accessories

Activities
Production of leather accessories 

Concurrent Users
25

Solution
Microsoft Dynamcis NAV/Pebblestone Fashion: 
Buying Groups, Financial, Inventory, 
Manufacturing, Purchases&Payables,   
Product Data Management integration,  
Remote Sales, Resources, Retail Backoffice, 
Sales&Receivables, Telebanking, Wholesale

Most significant improvement
More efficiency; this is necessary because 
of the short lifecycle of the collections

Implementation Partner
Altea SpA - Italy

Pebblestone Fashion International 
P.O. Box 4276 
3006 AG Rotterdam
The Netherlands 
Tel: +31 (0)10 266 76 00 
Fax: +31 (0)10 266 76 01 
E-mail: info@pebblestonefashion.com
Website: www.pebblestonefashion.com

Visit our website to find the 
Pebblestone Fashion reseller 

near you!

“Historical data 
concerning payment 
behaviour of customers 
are used to determine 
priority of deliveries”


